In this paper, we demonstrate that practical service chaining can be achieved by leveraging existing and standardized IP routing techniques. Service chaining is an emerging network concept for dynamically applying network services to trac. A straightforward for service chaining is to utilize software-dened networking techniques such as OpenFlow. However, they require additional development costs on both control and data planes and introduce complexity into operation from the practical viewpoint. Our proposed method, called Flowchain, enables us to construct service chaining with standardized IP routing protocols by exploiting the redirect action of BGP Flowspec. Building service chaining with IP routing reduces development cost on both planes and make network management easy. This paper describes how Flowchain achieves service chaining, and our experiments show the feasibility of Flowchain through a demonstration of service insertion and deletion, evaluation of the time required to insert a new service chain, and failover tests.
INTRODUCTION
The diversication of network clients, users, and applications requires network infrastructures to apply proper network services to their trac exibly. Client devices should be protected by security services, e.g., Firewall and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), web servers sometimes need Web Application Firewalls (WAF), and operators often apply captive portals to wireless clients by their policy. Service chaining is an emerging network concept to meet this demand. In service chaining, such middleboxes are called service functions, which are responsible for network services, and a set of service functions applied to a series of packets is called a service chain (or a Service Function Chain [8] ).
A promising approach for achieving service chaining is to leverage software-dened networking (SDN) [9, 12] , although SDN requires additional development costs and often introduces complexity into network operation [19] . As an implementation of service chains in networks, service chains become paths where classied packets ow. Each path steers packets through expected service functions in a congured order. SDN technologies, especially OpenFlow, can implement such path-based packet forwarding mechanisms for service chaining as shown in previous studies [4, 13, 15, 21] . However, when considering the realistic deployment and operation of service chaining with OpenFlow, network operators need to develop controller software specialized in their control logic. Moreover, network operators must be well versed in their dedicated packet forwarding mechanisms to debug network faults, although managing and debugging SDN are still a developing research area [18] .
In contrast, traditional IP routing, which is well matured and in which many operators are skilled, lacks the functionality to implement the paths in networks because it is hopby-hop, shortest-path routing. In IP routing, a destination always has one next-hop (or equal-cost next-hops), and there are no alternative or arbitrary paths. Therefore, industrial and research communities tend to adopt other packet forwarding mechanisms to achieve the paths in networks, such as Network Service Header (NSH) [16] , Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [5] , Segment Routing [6] , and OpenFlow, although these may add additional complexity to network deployment and management. SDN and new packet forwarding mechanisms will undoubtedly achieve service chaining practically. Before they have matured, we revisit IP routing in this paper. Table 1 shows a comparison between SDN and IP for realistic service chaining deployment. If service chaining is achieved with IP routing, it oers low development cost and easy management based on well-matured, commercial o-the-shelf IP routers and the knowledge that the network communities have accumulated. However, IP routing cannot achieve path-based packet forwarding to implement service chains.
To ll the gap in IP routing shown in Table 1 , we propose to exploit BGP Flow Specication (Flowspec) [11] . BGP Flowspec was initially designed to distribute access control list information over BGP for ltering denial-of-service attacks. Our proposed method, called Flowchain, diverts this BGP Flowspec to service chaining. The key idea is to utilize redirection instead of paths implemented in networks. We achieve service chains by redirecting targeted trac from/to individual IP networks accommodating service functions using the redirect action of BGP Flowspec. Flowchain uses only standardized protocols, so that its management is easy compared with SDN-based dedicated mechanisms because its data plane and control plane are familiar IP routing. Therefore, we argue that Flowchain is a practically deployable and operable service chaining method at present.
To demonstrate Flowchain, we implemented a simple BGP Flowspec speaker, which is just about 1000 lines of codes, using ExaBGP [3] , and constructed a simple testbed with two Juniper Networks MX5 routers. Our experiments on the testbed show the feasibility of Flowchain through a demonstration of service insertion and deletion. Moreover, other experiments show that Flowchain can change service chains dynamically within a few seconds, and practical failover using Open Shortest Path First (OSPF).
The contributions of this paper include the following:
• We demonstrate that service chaining can be achieved with IP routing techniques: BGP Flowspec and OSPF.
• The experiments demonstrate the potential feasibility of achieving practical service chaining.
We believe that IP-based service chaining would contribute to future comparison and discussion of service chaining methods based on SDN and new packet forwarding mechanisms. Figure 1 : Recent approaches require networks and/or service functions to be capable of handling the paths. In contrast, the proposed approach achieves the service chains with redirection by BGP Flowspec routes.
APPROACH
To achieve service chaining with IP routing, we divert BGP Flowspec to steer packets instead of non-IP-based packet forwarding that implements paths in networks. Figure 1 illustrates the dierences between recent and proposed approaches. In the recent approaches, network components need to be aware of paths to handle packets. The network components might be software switches in Hyper Visors like OpenvSwitch, or hardware devices like OpenFlow switches. In either case, controllers program the network components and/or service functions to steer packets along the paths. In contrast, we utilize redirection to achieve service chains. The redirect extended community of BGP Flowspec enables us to steer packets from/to service functions at BGP routing tables. BGP Flowspec brings the access control list information as Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) that contains match rules (destination and source addresses, port numbers, etc.) and actions (drop, marking, etc.). Routers that receive Flowspec routes install the routes into their packet forwarding engines, and process packets following the routes. The redirect extended community is an action of BGP Flowspec. It redirects matched packets to target Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) instances, which are individual routing tables on a single router. Figure 1 also shows how to achieve service chains with the redirection of BGP Flowspec. Each service function is accommodated in an individual IP network built by VRF instances (a service function network). The Flowspec routes installed in the routing table redirect packets from the service function networks to other service function networks. As a result, the packets pass through the proper service functions in specic orders, which are the service chains, without pathcapable packet forwarding mechanisms.
One advantage of this approach is to use commercial othe-shelf IP routers without data plane programming. BGP Flowspec was initially designed to lter denial-of-service attacks, and was widely implemented in various router products [10] . Thus, we can divert existing BGP Flowspec-capable routers and their packet forwarding engines as is. There is no development cost to implement dedicated controllers and data planes. Another advantage is to use IP networks to accommodate service functions. The service functions just forward packets in accordance with traditional IP routing; therefore, we can use existing middleboxes as service functions. Moreover, matured methods for redundancy in IP networks can also be applied to the service function networks, for example, OSPF and Bidirectional Forwarding Detection.
Flowchain
To construct practical service chaining, we propose Flowchain as the detailed network structure based on the key idea of exploiting the VRF redirect of BGP Flowspec. Flowchain is composed of two steps: the basic routing table setup and installing Flowspec routes.
2.1.1 Basic Setup. At the rst step, routers accommodate each service function in a network using VRF instances and make each service function network have the default route and user prexes as destinations. Figure 2 illustrates a router that accommodates three service functions. The service functions connect to the pairs of two VRFs: ingress VRF and egress VRF. Individual OSPF processes run on each VRF so that the ingress and egress VRFs exchange routes across the service function. If the service function is a layer-2 inline middlebox, the associating ingress and egress VRFs establish the OSPF neighbor relationship directly. If the service function is a layer-3 middlebox, the VRFs and the middlebox exchange the routes using OSPF. Two other routing tables, the default routing table and the user VRF, connect to the uplink and the downlink, respectively. Both routing tables also run individual OSPF processes and exchange routes with external networks and user networks. In addition, we populate routing table entries between the VRFs to forward packets up and down. Importing or exporting routes from a VRF to other VRFs, which is also known as route leaking, is a popular functionality implemented in BGP/VPN-capable routers [17] . As shown in Figure 2 , the default routing table and the user VRF leak all routes to each other. Moreover, the default routing table leaks the default route to all egress VRFs, and the user VRF leaks all the user prexes to all ingress VRFs. Table 2 shows routing table entries as a result of this route leaking. The router forwards packets between the uplink and the downlink, and each service function network forwards packets up and down in accordance with the destinations of the packets.
Installing Flowspec Routes.
After basic routing table setup, Flowspec routes can construct service chains. Figure 3 shows an example of a service chain passing through SF3, SF2, and SF1. For the trac from a target user network to destinations, the Flowspec routes match the source addresses of the packets. If the source addresses match the target user prex, the matched packets are redirected to the ingress VRF of the next service function. The rst Flowspec route is installed in the user VRF. It matches the source addresses and redirects the packets to the ingress VRF of SF3. The ingress VRF transmits the packets to SF3, and the egress VRF of SF3 receives the packets. The next Flowspec route is installed in this egress VRF. This route also matches the source addresses and then redirects the packets to the ingress VRF of the next service function, SF2. Finally, the egress VRF of SF1 transmits packets to the uplink in accordance with the default route leaked from the default routing table. Flowchain achieves service chaining with BGP Flowspec in this manner.
For the packets from external to the user network, reversed Flowspec routes steer packets in the reverse order. The reversed Flowspec routes match the destination addresses. The rst route is installed in the default routing table. If destination addresses of the packets match the target user prex, the route redirects the packets to the egress VRF of SF1. After the ingress VRF of SF1 receives the packets through SF1, the next Flowspec routes also match the destination addresses, and redirect the packets to the egress VRF of SF2. By repeating this process, ingress trac and egress trac associating the user prex pass through the symmetric service chain.
Integrating Multiple Routers
The previous section described how to construct service chains with one router. As expected, building service chaining with a single router lacks expandability. In this section, we describe how to build Flowchain-based service chaining with multiple routers.
To construct service chains across multiple routers, we need to bring all packets having arbitrary destinations between the routers obeying IP routing. To do this, we emulate unidirectional point-to-point links between the routers. Figure 4 depicts two routers forming service chaining. Both routers completed the basic setup described in Section 2.1.1. In addition, they have two VRFs to transmit and receive packets to and from the opposite router. To-R2 VRF on Router 1 and From-R1 VRF on Router 2 are connected via a link (e.g., a link, a VLAN, an MPLS path, or a tunnel), and they establish the OSPF neighbor relationship across the inter-router link. Moreover, From-R1 VRF originates the default route to To-R2 VRF. As a result, To-R2 VRF on Router 1 sends all packets redirected to To-R2 VRF to From-R1 VRF on Router 2.
Next, From-R1 VRF on Router 2 needs to distribute packets to proper VRFs; however, we cannot use address matching of Flowspec. When a service chain crosses the inter-router link multiple times, address matching on From-R1 VRF cannot forward packets to dierent VRFs for a second time. Therefore, we utilize the Type-of-Service (ToS) value of the IP header. Flowspec routes on From-R1 VRF redirect packets to VRFs matching the ToS value. When a Flowspec route redirects packets to To-R2 VRF on Router 1, this route also marks the packets with a ToS value corresponding to the next service function. As a result, the Flowspec route on From-R1 VRF can redirect the packets to the proper VRF using the ToS value of the packets. The same applies to the case from Router 2 to Router 1. In addition, full mesh pointto-point links can incorporate over two routers into a single service chaining infrastructure. By this method, Flowchain integrates multiple routers into a single service chaining infrastructure.
Note that ToS matching of BGP Flowspec uses 6-bit Diserv Code Point [1] . Thus, the number of service functions on a single router is limited to 32 because Flowchain uses two VRFs-ingress and egress-for each service function.
Failover
Fault tolerance is an essential part for practical deployment of service chaining. In Flowchain, Failover, which is an important functionality for fault tolerance, is classied into two types: service function-level failover and router-level failover. Both failures can recover relying on OSPF.
Service Function-level Failover: Service function networks are IP networks; therefore, we can adopt traditional failover methods to handle failures on service functions. One of the easiest ways is to prepare backup links between ingress and egress VRFs. If a middlebox that is responsible for a service function fails and stops forwarding packets, OSPF processes on the service function network detect the failure by link down or expiring hello timer, and they change next-hops to the backup link that has a higher cost. Another way is to utilize middlebox-specic recovery mechanisms. Recent middleboxes usually have clustering features for failure recovery. Such features can also be applied to service function networks easily because service function networks are traditional IP networks.
Router-level Failover: Even if a router accommodating service functions fails, service chains should keep forwarding packets from end to end. For this purpose, we slightly modify the unidirectional point-to-point links described in Section 2.2. We describe this modication using the link between To-R2 and From-R1 VRFs in Figure 4 as an example. First, both VRFs import the default route and the user prexes from the default routing tables and the user VRFs. Second, From-R1 VRF redistributes the default route and the user prexes as OSPF Type 2 external routes with metric zero to To-R2 VRF. OSPF Type 2 external routes do not add link costs when calculating routes, so that all the next-hops on To-R2 VRF turn toward From-R1 VRF 1 . In this setup, packets redirected to To-R2 VRF also go to From-R1 VRF on Router 2. However, when Router 2 is down, the OSPF neighbor on To-R2 VRF goes down, and To-R2 VRF starts to forward the redirected packets to the external or user networks by the leaked routes. As a result, trac can keep owing by OSPF when the routers fail. This failover is also the same in the other inter-router link.
Implementation
Flowchain achieves service chaining with standardized and widely implemented IP routing features: BGP Flowspec, OSPF, and VRF. Therefore, Flowchain-based service chaining infrastructures can be constructed from commercial o-the-shelf IP routers and statically conguring all the features. Even to manage service chains, a route reector establishing BGP peers with all routers can distribute required Flowspec routes that are statically congured by command line interfaces.
On the other hand, it is also useful to prepare a gateway that translates human-or machine-readable service chain information to BGP update messages. Such a gateway would improve the exibility of service chain insertion and deletion. Therefore, we implemented a BGP Flowspec speaker for Flowchain. It receives service chain information that contains a target prex and service functions via the RESTful API and announces proper BGP update messages to the routers. This implementation using ExaBGP [3] is just about 1000 lines of code. The source code of the implementation is available 2 .
DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATION
Flowchain-based service chaining is composed of one or more routers, and trac to which service functions apply needs to pass through the routers. There are three possible ways to steer trac from user networks to the routers before the external networks. 1 The OSPF Type 2 external with metric zero is not the only method for this failover. The redistributed routes only have to be chosen against the leaked routes on the calculating process in To-R2 VRF. 2 https://github.com/upa/owchain A simple way to take trac to service chaining is for the routers, specically the user VRFs of the routers, to announce default routes to the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) domain. The trac from user networks then goes to any one of the routers. In this case, the default routing tables of the routers must connect with the default free zone, and they must redistribute the user prexes to the default free zone to take packets from the external to the user networks through service chains. Another way is to use MPLS. VRF was initially designed for maintaining per-site forwarding tables in the MPLS/VPN paradigm [17] . Thus, utilizing MPLS to bring target trac to target VRFs is a natural design. Instead of MPLS, some tunneling protocols can be replacements. For example, Generic Routing Encapsulation is widely implemented in current IP router products, and Virtual eXtensible LAN has become popular. Unlike MPLS, such tunneling protocols can adapt to IP-based backbone networks.
Each of these ways has its merits and demerits. Originating default routes do not need additional protocols like MPLS and tunneling; however, the routers comprising service chaining must be placed on the border between the default free zone and the IGP domain. This limitation may restrict backbone designs. On the other hand, MPLS and tunneling approaches can deploy the routers anywhere, for example, in data centers. This oers exibility to network designs but introduces operation costs in addition to basic IP backbone networks. In other words, this is a design choice for network operators who intend to adopt Flowchain.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of Flowchain through four experiments. These experiments mainly focus on control aspects of Flowchain-based service chaining because the data plane is commercial o-the-shelf IP routers with the capacity for forwarding packets at wire rate. The rst experiment demonstrates the behavior of Flowchain through service function insertion and deletion. The second experiment evaluates the agility of dynamic service chain insertion. The third experiment demonstrates the failover by using OSPF. The last experiment shows the increase of latency due to the length of service chains.
For the experiments, we prepared a simple testbed comprised of two Juniper Networks MX5 routers, a Juniper Networks EX4300 switch, and a DELL R320 server. Figure 5 shows the physical and logical topologies of this testbed. All devices directly connected to the switch by 1 Gbps links. In the logical topology, the server performed as both a user host (ns-usr) and an external host (ns-ext) by separating its network instances using the Linux network namespace. The two MX5 routers, ns-usr, and ns-ext formed an IGP domain using OSPF, and the user VRFs in the MX5 routers announced 
Demonstrating Flowchain
The rst experiment demonstrates the behavior of Flowchain. We sent 100 Mbps TCP trac from ns-usr to ns-ext through a service chain using iperf3, and measured throughput on three service functions while adding and removing the service functions intermittently. Figure 6 shows the time-line of this experiment. The three lines in Figure 6 indicate throughput of trac measured at each service function. Add and Remove indicate the times at which we added or removed the service functions from the service chain by the BGP Flowspec speaker. To measure the throughput, we used the Junos Telemetry Interface [14] . Note that the minimum telemetry report interval in current MX routers is 2 seconds; thus, the time resolution of Figure 6 is 2 seconds. As Figure 6 indicates, Flowchain successfully steered target trac to target service functions. At 40 seconds, the test trac owed through all the three service functions. On the other hand, there were response time lags of a few seconds between when the BGP Flowspec speaker added or removed service functions and when the trac was actually steered. This is because the routers need time to calculate and install Flowspec routes into their packet forwarding engines after they receive BGP update messages.
Install Time
Next, we evaluated the response time lags that the previous experiment showed. This time lag aects the agility of dynamic service chain manipulation. In this experiment, we measured the time between when the BGP Flowspec speaker added a service chain and when packets started to ow through the added service chain, which thus represents the time required to install Flowspec routes. To measure this time lag, we sent probe packets from ns-usr to ns-ext every 10 milliseconds. We took the change of the Time-to-Live value of the probe packets as the time at which the service chain was installed into the packet forwarding engine. Figure 7a shows the result of this experiment. The x-axis indicates the number of installed service chains before the probed service chain was installed. As shown, when there are no installed service chains, the install time is approximately 1 second. After that, the time required to install the service chain linearly increases from about 4 seconds. When all service chains involve one service function, the install time reaches 5 seconds with 10000 chains. On the other hand, the time required to install increases with the number of service functions involved in the service chains. It exceeds 8 seconds with over 950 service chains involving ve functions, or over 500 service chains involving 10 functions.
The time required to install a service chain depends on the number of installed Flowspec routes: the increase of Flowspec routes increases the time lag. Figure 7b shows the same experiment result from the viewpoint of the number of Flowspec routes. We see that the time required to install Flowspec routes increases linearly with the number of installed Flowspec routes. However, the rate of increase is approximately 1 second per 2500 Flowspec routes. Although the time required to install Flowspec routes depends on the scale of service chains, we conclude that Flowchain can dynamically add and remove service chains within a practical time, that is, several tens of seconds.
Failover
The third experiment demonstrates fault tolerance in Flowchain. Figure 8 shows service function-level failover on a service chain through one service function on MX5-1. In this experiment, ns-usr sent 1 Gbps TCP trac to ns-ext through the service function, and we then disabled the service function. It shows the transition of throughput on the link of the service function and the associated backup link. After disabling the link of the service function, OSPF running on the service function network detected link down and recovered by selecting the backup link within 4 seconds 3 . Figure 9 demonstrates router-level failover. In this scenario, a service chain passed through a service function on MX5-1 and a service function on MX5-2. Before emulating the failure on MX5-2, trac reached ns-ext through the MX5-2 to ns-ext link. When we disabled the logical link between MX5-1 and MX5-2, the OSPF process on MX5-1 detected it and detoured the trac to ns-ext directly by routing table changes described in Section 2.3. As a result, throughput on the MX5-1 to MX5-2 link and the MX5-2 to ns-ext link decreased, and MX5-1 started to forward packets to ns-ext. In this way, Flowchain achieves fault tolerance by OSPF. 3 The time resolution in this experiment was also 2 seconds. 
Latency versus Service Chain Length
So far, we have demonstrated that Flowchain works from the control perspective. The fourth experiment therefore measured the eect of service chaining from the packet forwarding perspective. It is naturally expected that taking packets through multiple service functions increases latency. We measured this increase on the testbed. In this experiment, we sent probe packets in which timestamps are embedded from ns-usr to ns-ext, and measured the one-way latency through a service chain. Note that the timestamp was microsecond scale, and ns-usr and ns-ext are separated namespaces in the same host; therefore, there is no time clock dierence. Figure 10 shows the result of this experiment. The x-axis indicates the number of chained service functions, and the y-axis indicates the latency from ns-usr to ns-ext. Note that the result is median, minimum, and maximum of 1000 probe packets on each number of chained service functions. This result conrms that the latency through the service chain increases with the number of chained service functions. The latency for one service function is 10-20 microseconds. In this testbed, a service function is just a VLAN through the EX4300. Thus, the latency for a service function is composed of the redirection by a Flowspec route, transmission to the wire, switching, reception from the wire, and redirection by a Flowspec route again. All of these steps are performed on the hardware of the router and the switch. In sum, this result demonstrates the baseline latency due to chaining, and it was found to be minimal. In actual deployment, middleboxes would add latencies to this baseline latency.
DISCUSSION
Flowchain demonstrates that practical service chaining can be achieved by redirection using BGP Flowspec, OSPF, and VRF. At the same time, its packet steering still relies on traditional IP routing and forwarding. This section briey discusses its potential limitations compared with SDN-based approaches and other packet forwarding mechanisms.
SDN-based Approaches: Although SDN-based service chaining requires additional development costs and introduces complexity into network operation, it can achieve what IP cannot, for example, ne-grained trac control. Because IP routing is hop-by-hop, shortest-path routing, it cannot handle trac at the connection level. OpenNF [7] achieved tight service level agreements, highly accurate trac monitoring, and manipulation by connection state-based packet handling. In Flowchain, the resolution of trac control (e.g., trac engineering and assurance of quality of services) is limited to the capability of traditional IP routing.
BGP VPN: BGP VPN-based service chaining has been proposed and discussed [5] . We are inspired by this method-it also puts service functions between ingress and egress VRFs. In contrast to Flowchain, which achieves service chains by Flowspec and the pre-congured topologies, BGP VPN-based service chaining proposes a new route target, called servicetopology-RT, to describe service chains. If this enhancement completes the standardization process and production routers support it, IP routing-based service chaining would achieve more exible topology designs than Flowchain.
Segment Routing: Segment Routing (SR) is a new packet forwarding mechanism that achieves paths by the source routing paradigm. Utilizing SR for service chaining has also been discussed [2] . For controlling SR-based networks, Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP) deploys paths [20] . In other words, SR is a data plane, and PCEP is its southbound API. Therefore, to achieve service chaining with SR, the programming and development of controllers are required. However, unlike SDN, this mechanism does not introduce additional complexity due to dedicated mechanisms into the data plane, because SR is a standardized and xed packet forwarding mechanism.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that practical service chaining can be achieved by leveraging current IP routing techniques. Flowchain utilizes the redirection of BGP Flowspec instead of implementing paths in packet forwarding mechanisms, and OSPF for routing and failover. Unlike SDN-based service chaining, it does not require additional development costs for both data and control planes, and it allows the application of well-matured techniques and the knowledge of traditional IP routing. The feasibility of Flowchain was demonstrated by our experiments. It was shown that Flowchain can dynamically change service chains in a few seconds, and failover using OSPF achieves practical fault tolerance. Moreover, the baseline latency due to service chaining is minimal. We believe that Flowchain would contribute to practical service chaining as well as future discussion and comparison for service chaining methods.
